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Abstract - Large-scale disasters occur frequently in Japan,
and, following such disasters, many people attempt to confirm
the safety of their family and friends. However, due to
congestion and infrastructure disruptions, many fixed-line
phones and cellphones cannot connect to communication
networks. We have been developing “T-@npi,” a Twitterbased safety confirmation system as a web application that
can be accessed by any web browser on any device connected
to the Internet. T-@npi enables users to submit and confirm
safety information, and post a rescue request via Twitter. This
paper reports an improvement to the system. A guidance post
using a Twitter card and icons are introduced to improve
system operability. In addition, this paper presents the
implementation of information mapping using an online map
to support rescue and support activities for local governments
and rescue experts.
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Introduction

After a large-scale disaster, many people try to confirm
the safety of their family and friends. Confirmation is usually
attempted using fixed-line and cellphone calls or by e-mail via
cellphones [1]. To confirm safety using information devices,
the communication infrastructure must be functional.
However, Japan has experienced many cases where the
communication infrastructure has been disabled for long
periods due to large-scale disasters. For example, the Great
East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011 caused extensive
damage to communication infrastructures. After the
earthquake, many fixed-line and cellphone calls could not
connect to the network, and this situation persisted for a long
time in many places. Communication carriers took control of
network traffic to prevent congestion.
Immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake,
although phone calls were unavailable due to traffic
congestion, many people could communicate over the Internet.
For example, Twitter [2], an Internet-based social media
application, was used to share information about damage that
occurred at the stricken area. A similar situation occurred
during the Kumamoto Earthquake of April 2016. Twitter

users can post short messages (140 characters) and pictures.
In this context, Twitter’s most important feature is that users
can distribute information easily to their followers. The
following is an example of the beneficial use of Twitter. An
isolated victim sent an e-mail to her family abroad using
his/her cell phone, which was the only available means of
communication, and his/her family posted a rescue request on
Twitter. Then, a vice-governor of Tokyo Metropolitan, who
was not in the disaster area, received the post. Finally, a
rescue team from outside the disaster area was dispatched,
and the victims was rescued [3].
Recently, the use of Social Networking System (SNS)
and Twitter for disaster situations has been attracting attention.
Various studies have focused on systems that gather and
utilize information across various SNSs [4][5]. We have also
studied a web system that enables users to post disasterrelated information using smartphones on Twitter, and the
posted information is linked to an online map [6].
Considering the above background, we have been
developing “T-@npi,” a Twitter-based safety confirmation
system. The name of the proposed system is derived from the
Japanese word “Ᏻྰ” (pronounced anpi), which means the
degree of someone’s safety. The system is deployed on an
Internet server, and users can access the system using a web
browser on their smartphone. The system enables users to
easily submit and confirm safety information, and post a
rescue request on Twitter. Previously, we reported the
development of the base system [7]. This paper reports
improvement to the user interface. A guidance post using a
Twitter card and icons are introduced to improve user
operability. In addition, this paper reports an information
mapping function using an online map to support rescue and
support activities for local governments and rescue experts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes existing safety confirmation systems for consumers.
Section 3 explains the proposed system T-@npi. Lastly,
Section 4 summarizes the paper.
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Existing safety confirmation system

Disaster Emergency Message Dial 171 [8] and Disaster
Emergency Message Board Web171 [9] are services for
consumers in Japan. These services are provided by
communication carriers when excessive traffic congestion
results due to the large number of safety confirmation phone
calls. In the Great East Japan Earthquake, both 171 and
Web171 were not used by many people because the
communication infrastructure had been unavailable for a long
time at the disaster site.
Google Person Finder is a web service to help people
reconnect after a disaster [10]. The service was first provided
in the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake, and
670,000 people were recorded. Facebook, the most popular
SNS in the world, also provides a safety confirmation service.
The service asks the user in the disaster site to reply to
confirm their safety, and the response is sent to his/her friends
on their timeline. Facebook is used by many for
communicating among individuals rather than with an
unspecified number of people because the users generally use
their real name. Twitter is more effective than Facebook for
communicating with an unspecified number of people. In
addition, LINE, which is a famous communication application
in Asia, is better than Facebook for confirming one’s safety to
close friends.
Regarding Twitter, a system that estimates safety based
on posts has been proposed [11]. In addition, a system that
estimates safety based on life log data has been studied for
supporting safety confirmation using SNS [12].
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The advantages of using Twitter are as follows. Since
Twitter is a very popular service, users are experienced and
can use the system easily. Since users do not use existing
services, such as 171 and Web171, daily, they are not familiar
with how these systems operate, and this has been a
bottleneck relative to the acceptance of these systems. The
proposed T-@npi system addresses this problem. On the other
hand, if systems need to have dedicated applications installed
on user devices, the application must be available on the given
device’s application store. In addition, some users are
reluctant to install such applications because they are not used
frequently. For supporting users, the proposed system has low
cost. Since information exchange takes place via Twitter, the
proposed system does not require large-scale hardware.
Furthermore, since the identification of individuals is
distinguished by Twitter IDs, the T-@npi does not need to
maintain individual information.

3.1 Guidance post
We introduce a Twitter card to conduct the users to the
system. When a large-scale disaster happens, the service
provider posts a tweet that includes the Twitter card, as shown
in Fig. 1. Users that follow T-@npi alert account can see the
post and know that they should submit their safety information
to the system. In Japan, an “Earthquake Early Warning” is
issued when an earthquake is detected. In future, the system
will generate guidance posts automatically when a warning is
issued.

Proposed system

User devices are assumed to be smartphones, tablet PCs,
or general PCs. This paper assumes the following three user
types.
z

Sending user: The
information post.

z

Confirming user: The confirming user confirms a safety
information post of another individual. The confirming
user should follow the sending user’s account.

z

Supporting user: Supporting users, such as local
government staff, confirm the safety of a disaster site.

sending

user

sends

a

safety

We adopt Twitter because it enables users to easily post
and distribute information. In the existing 171 or Web171
systems, sending users can only communicate safety
information. These systems cannot support rescue requests
from sending users. Thus, the T-@npi system should support
rescue requests. In addition, since Twitter is an open SNS,
unlike Facebook and LINE, T-@npi is helpful for self, mutual,
and public assistance.

Fig. 1

Guidance post from T-@npi’s Twitter account

3.2 System outline
The system comprises programs and web pages written
in PHP (Hypertext PreProcessor) and JavaScript. They are
deployed on an Internet server. The Twitter API [13] is called
by PHP scripts and searches for information on Twitter.
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(a) Submitting sending user safety information
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(b) Submitting the safety information of an individual other
than the sending user
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service provider
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This page appears when a user first accesses the system
via a web browser. This screen has three buttons: “Submit the
safety information,” “Find the safety information,” and “List
(for administrators).” The user presses the appropriate button
to select the desired operation. In this paper, we introduce
“Google Material Icons” on the status selection buttons to
improve visibility.
Submission of safety information (Pages #2 and #3 in Fig. 3)
On Page #2, the sending user selects “Submit your
safety” or “Submit safety of somebody” (other than the
sending user). If they select “Submit your safety,” Twitter
authentication is required. Otherwise, authentication is not
required. The content of Page #3 is as follows.
z

Twitter ID: When submitting sending user safety
information, the authenticated Twitter ID is displayed.
When submitting another individual’s safety information,
the Twitter ID of that individual must be input. In
addition, safety posts include the hashtag #ᩆຓBࢸࢫࢺ
ᢞ ✏ for a rescue request. Here ᩆ ຓ (pronounced
kyujyo) means a rescue and ࢸࢫࢺᢞ✏ (pronounced
tesuto toko) means a test submission.

z

Selection of rescue request: If sending users require
rescue, they select “YES.” If they select “YES,” the
information is notified to the service provider’s account.

z

Selection of safety status: Sending users can select one
or more appropriate check box for their safety status: “I
am fine,” “There are some damage,” “I am at home,” and
“I am at an evacuation center.” The status choices are
based on those of Web171. We use “Google Material
Icons” for the status choice buttons to improve visibility.

z

Additional message: A user may enter a message of up
to 40 characters.

(if need access)

Confirm
(for his following)

Confirming
user

3.3 System screen transition

Index (Page #1 in Fig. 3)

Submit

Registration page
of safety info
Record

submission of sending user’s own safety information, the
sending user can also send the safety information of another
individual without logging into the Twitter account, as shown
in Fig. 2 (b). In this case, the information (Tweet S) is
recorded by the system and posted by the service provider’s
account. A confirming user can find the safety information of
a sending user on Twitter, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). In addition,
the confirming user can distribute this information via Twitter.
Supporting users can determine the status of the disaster area
they support and view a list of safety information submitted
by sending users from the system’s log file, as shown in Fig. 2
(c).

This section explains the user screen of the system. Note
that the system’s instructions are available in English and
Japanese. The functions and operations of each page are
explained in the following.

Twitter

Input
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Safety info log
Confirm
(for his following and the others)
T-@npi system

Confirm by list
Supporting
user
Web server

(c) Confirmation of safety information by confirming and
supporting users
Fig.2

System outline

The outline of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The
sending user can send safety information to a confirming user.
The information (Tweet S) is posted on the sending user’s
account, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Simultaneously, the
information is recorded in system log file. If the sending user
requires rescue, the information is notified to the service
provider’s account (using an @mention tweet). In addition to
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Page #3

Submission of the safety info
Page #2

If sending the safety of somebody other than the
sending user

Index
Page #1

Confirmation of the safety info

Page #5

Page #4

Current location

Page #6

Fig. 3 System screen transition
z

z

User’s current location: When the user provides location
information, latitude and longitude information is
obtained by geolocation systems, which are called by
JavaScript. The information is transformed to an address
by a reverse geocoding service [14] and displayed. In the
current version of the system, address transformation is
only available in Japan. When the “Yes” button is
checked for “Do you wish to send your location
information?” the address is sent with the safety
information. Otherwise, “N/A” is sent. In addition, if the
user’s device cannot obtain its location or the user does
not want to provide location information, then “N/A” is
sent
“Submit” button: Once the “Submit” button is pressed, a
tweet in Japanese is posted on Twitter.

Figure 4 shows an example safety tweet for a sending
user. Since the sending user requires a rescue, the post is
notified to the service provider’s account. Figure 5 shows an
example safety tweet for an individual other than a sending
user. This is submitted to the service provider’s account.

Confirmation of safety information (Pages #4 and #5 in Fig.
3)
A confirming user can confirm the safety information of
a sending user who is followed by the confirming user on
Twitter (Pages #4 and #5). In addition, using the system, a
confirming user can also confirm the safety information of a
sending user they do not follow. On Page #4, the confirming
user enters the ID of the sending user they want to search for.
Here, the confirming user is not required to log into Twitter.
The safety information can be found by searching the system’s
log file.
List and map view for supporting users (Page #6 in Fig. 6)
As shown in Fig. 6, the system can display the recorded
information in a table. This list is useful for supporting users
to collect safety information and support victims. A
supporting user can filter information by location and sort and
view the information. The current version of the system can
show safety information posted by sending users who have
requested rescue on Page #3 (Fig. 3). In addition to the list,
we introduce information mapping using an online map. The
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information is mapped on the Yahoo! Japan online map using
the JavaScript Map API[15]. As shown in Fig. 7, by clicking
the icon marker, the information is displayed in a balloon. The
displayed information contains the ID, the safety status of the
sending user, the location where the information was
submitted, and the date and time the information was
submitted.

207

List view
Page #6

No filtering

Twitter ID of the sending user
The post is notified to a reception
account of rescue requests.
(@anpi_test)

Hashtag for the rescue request

Safety: There are some damage.
/ I am at an evacuation center.
Location: 2-3 Takanawa, Minato city, Tokyo
Rescue: Need rescue
Comment: Test

Fig. 4

Example post

Twitter ID of the objective person

Safety: I am fine. / I am at home.
Location: N/A
Rescue: Need rescue
Comment: (No comment was entered)

Fig. 5

Fig. 6 List and map view for the supporting users

Example post for a rescue (the post is notified to
the service provider’s account)

ID
Safety status
Comment
Date and time
Location

: utsuken_test
: There are some damage
I am at an evacuation center
: This is a test post
: 07:21 a.m., Nov. 11, 2016
:3-6, Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa, Tokyo

Fig. 7 Safety information with rescue request is displayed in a
balloon
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Summary

We have been developing a Twitter-based safety
confirmation system named “T-@npi” as a web application
that is accessible by any web browser on any device
connected to the Internet. The system enables users to easily
submit and confirm safety information via Twitter. In addition,
the system enables users to post rescue requests. This paper
has reported an improvement to the system’s user interface.
We have introduced a guidance post using a Twitter card and
icon images on the submission page. In addition, this paper
has presented information mapping using an online map. In
future, we plan to apply the system to disaster prevention
drills in collaboration with local governments.
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